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Kicking out a bad year
with a good day of diving
Abby Golden Wilson

n December 30, twelve Dippers gathered at Point Lobos
State Park to bid 2020 adieu. Despite some high tides, it
was a beautiful but chilly day with the air temperature at
53ºF, just above the sea temperature, 49ºF. Visibility was
decent and the surge was manageable. We saw many of the
usual suspects: sea stars, anemones, halibut, rockfish, plenty of kelp, rocks and, unfortunately, purple urchins.
The non-kayakers podded together for the first dive,
although eventually split off into two groups after the surface swim and getting down to the bottom. Sergei
Kuznetcov and friend Kaeleen Holbrooks, Abby Golden
Wilson and Donovan Hill dove for 40 minutes, while Tom
and Jackie Gardner, Grace Chi and Howard Chien
came in bit after them. Kayakers including Carl Tuttle,
Dippers’ First Fourth Saturday Cycle Ride – and Dive
Jim Rezowalli, Howard Timoney and Barbara Davis
t was a cool and bright Saturday morning when six of us rode the first official
avoided the surface swim all together!
San Jose Flipper Dippers’ Fourth Saturday Cycle (FSC). The group includThe wind started picking up during the surface interval
ed, above from left, Carl Tuttle, Jim and Gabi Rezowalli, Tom and Jackie
and Sergei, Kaeleen, Carl, Abby and Jim all decided it was a
Gardner, and former Dipper Michael Gladden. We hopped onto the Coyote
one-tank day. The others, including Tom, Jackie, Grace,
Creek Trail at Metcalf Park and rode up to Anderson Lake Park, stopping at
Howard C., Donovan, Howard T. and Barbara opted for a
a couple of the rest spots to regroup along the way. It was a brisk (but not too
second dive. As they were getting in the water two State
brisk) twenty-mile round trip ride and a nice workout for a non-dive weekend.
On the way back to the starting point, Carl’s bike skidded on some loose gravLifeguards showed up with their jet ski and headed out of
el in a sharp, down-hill turn and he took a dive to the asphalt onto his back
the cove for a water rescue. There was a Coast Guard boat
and left side. X-rays two days later revealed two broken ribs – which puts him
off the coast too. We didn’t get the details but hope for the
out of commission for a bit. Look for more Fourth Saturday Cycle rides combest. After everyone made it back and packed up, Tom,
ing up – with no injuries! Hope to see you there. J
Jackie and Abby went for a short hike around the Pt Lobos
perimeter to admire some of the reserve’s other features,
Dippers are properly masked while discussing dive options using the 3-D
and noticed that the wind was continuing to pick up quite a Below,
relief map of Whalers Cove. Left to right: Abby, Howard C., Sergei, Kaeleen, Jim,
bit as a storm was fast approaching. J
Tom, Jackie, Donovan and Grace. More photos on page 4.
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PRESIDENT’S CORNER
ith a new year comes new club officers. As the new
WClub
President, I hope to bring a year of good diving.
Pt. Lobos is such a great dive spot that it attracted a larger
than average amount of Dippers, led by coordinator Abby
Golden Wilson, to get wet at the end of December to kick
out the Old Year. A daring amount of Dippers did two
dives. Howard Timoney’s S3 dive in January, to welcome
in the New Year, didn’t pan out, though, because of bad
conditions.

A big thank you to the departing Club Officers and a big hello to this new
year with optimism and cheer.

C

Didn’t Shoot the Tanks! – Manuel

F F I C E R S

Purple Sea Urchins beware! The Monterey Giant Kelp Restoration Project is
here to save the day. They need help with monetary and equipment
donations and volunteers. Our Club made a $100 donation to the effort. The
Dippers are planning to assist when details are ironed out, so stay tuned.

w w w. S J F l i p p e r D i p p e r s . c o m
Follow and Like Us on Facebook

O

The Annual Planning Meeting was held on January 27 via Skype. Lots of
activities are in the works. The 2021 Calendar is posted on the Club Website
so you can see what major events are scheduled. If you want to do something
special this year be sure to contact Vice President Abby Golden Wilson so
she can “get it on the books.” We’ve scheduled a S3 Dive for May 8th at
Pt. Lobos, so be sure to get online on March 1st to make a reservation.
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With the Annual Awards Banquet postponed until further notice, Jim
Rezowalli came forward to volunteer to lead a bike ride on January 23. Jim
would like this to become a regular monthly Club Activity going forward.
Watch the activities calendar for upcoming Fourth Saturday Cycle rides.

Diver’s I.Q. Review Corner

How To Avoid Decompression Sickness — AKA The Bends

TIP #7: Bundle Up Keep warm during and between dives. Being cold changes
your body circulation, which is thought to affect how quickly and efficiently
you eliminate excess nitrogen.

TIP #8: Speak Your Mind Don’t ignore symptoms. Call DAN’s diving emergency
hotline (919-684-8111). A dive doctor or medic will assess whether you
need to get to a chamber, and then help you get to one.

J J J J
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TIP #6: Stop, For Pete’s Sake Always perform a safety stop at 15 feet for three
to five minutes. Remember, the ascent from safety stop to the boat is the
most critical distance of your ascent, so go slow.

L U B

TIP #5: Take it Slow The slower the better for ascent rates. Ascend no faster than
30 feet per minute.

C

TIP #4: Have a Gas Use EANx. Enriched air nitrox reduces nitrogen in your
breathing gas, making it easier to stay well within no-decompression limits.
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TIP #1: Work Out Maintaining proper weight is thought to reduce DCS risk,
especially as you get older.
TIP #3: Go Easy on the Diving Take a day off during a week of diving. By taking
a day off midweek, you decrease your nitrogen loading and give your
body an opportunity to recover. Increase surface intervals, and decrease
no-decompression limits.
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AWARDS AND FINES
o Position Open o

Put the odds in your favor by following these proven methods of
lowering your risk of taking a DCS hit.

TIP #2: Go Easy on the Sauce Drinking is good on a dive vacation, as long as
it’s water. Dehydration seems to be a major factor in DCS.
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RAFFLE NEWS
FEBRUARY 17TH
VIRTUAL
GENERAL MEETING
ENTERTAINMENT

oin us online at our Skype virtual February General Meeting
for a great time to share your latest
dive stories and tell everyone how
your drysuit leaked! J

J

Leigh Hartley Tuttle

ell, dang it all again! This pandemic deal sure messed up our gettogethers. Disappointing to be sure –
unless you’re one of those Dippers who
have been diving and riding but not
crashing! Let’s be safe out there! J

W

MEMBERSHIP
Ken Agur

I’ve been volunteered to take
A
over the Membership position,
I’ll be needing some help in getting
s

new Club members. I was told that

My fellow Flipper Dippers . . .

this is a great way to be active in the
Club and meet new divers — both
newly certified and those looking for
dive buddies. So let’s go!
The Club is always on the lookout
for new divers who are looking for
someone to dive with. So be sure to
pass on this newsletter to anyone
you know. See the Club’s Website for
more membership information.
Happy birthday! If we had a regular
General Meeting, a FREE raffle ticket
would be given to Mike Chalup who
has joined a number of Dippers who
have once again made a complete trip
around the Sun in only 365 days! J

Dispose of Your Face Mask Conscientiously

ong Kong-based conservation group Oceans Asia
oin me, your Deposed President, Former Emperor and
reports that about 1.56 billion face masks entered the
H
J
Dear Leader for Life on Saturday, February 13 for our
oceans since the pandemic began, but they are only a small
first Second Saturday Scuba of the new year.
For those who haven’t been paying attention, our
January 9th Second Saturday Scuba was canceled due to
high surf.
Barbara Davis and I were the only ones goofy enough
to sign up for that dive, but with the high surf predictions, we
decided to cancel and live to dive another day.
• The Plan is to make a 2-tank dive.
• 8:00 meet at the dive site.
• Bring a lunch for a proper social distancing Après Dive
Lunch at the site.
• The dive site will be chosen later. It will depend on
surface conditions and the comfort and skill level of the
attending divers.
Note: A little-known article in the Flipper Dipper
Constitution says that if a dive coordinator must cancel a
club dive twice in a row due to bad conditions, they will gain
a new title.
If the February 13 dive is canceled, I will officially be
known as the club’s official “Condition Jinx” and all future
conditions related dive cancellations will be known as
“pulling a Timoney.”
Don’t forget to let me know
if you are interested in making
the February 13 dive so I can
keep you updated as to the dive
site.
Howard Timoney
Deposed President, Former Emperor
and Dear Leader for Life
And perhaps, soon to be . . .
‘Conditions Jinx’

part of the 5,000-6,000 tons of marine plastic pollution.
Fifty-two billion single-use polypropylene surgical masks
were manufactured in 2020. They take about 450 years to
biodegrade, so if three percent find their way to the ocean,
that’s significant to the ecosystem and the animals living
there. J

The Caymans Take the Quarantine Seriously
uring the Black Death of the 14th Century, ships
D
arriving in Venice were required to wait 40 days before
their occupants could come ashore. “Quarantine” comes from
the Italian quaranta gioni, meaning “40 days.” The Cayman
Islands is taking the quarantine just as seriously, as one
American couple visiting Grand Cayman discovered. Skylar
Mack, 18, a Georgia college student, received a four-month
prison sentence (later reduced to two months on appeal)
after she arrived and was told to quarantine, but ignored the
rules and went out to watch her boyfriend, Vanjae Ramgeet,
in a jet ski race. Both were arrested. Ramgeet was convicted
of aiding and abetting her. CNN J

Phone: 408-439-6822
email:
howardtimoney@comcast.net.

J J J J J
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More December 30 Pt. Lobos Dive

YES! The pool was open! And everyone had a great time.
1.) Tom Gardner is patiently waiting. 2.) Carl Tuttle, Howard
Timoney & Donovan Hill suiting up. 3.) Barbara Davis &
Howard Timoney missed the group photo! 4.) Grace Chi &
Howard Chien suit up. 5.) Howard T. & Barbara out for 2nd
dive. 6.) Lifeguards on the way to rescue. 7.) Abby Golden
Wilson with Tom & Jackie on their after-dive hike. J
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Dippers’ First Fourth Saturday Cycle Ride

The group had a nice ride for this first-time activity. Well, until Carl’s little diving incident.
Below from left, Carl and Gabi ride past an unknown observer. Jim sets up his phone for
the group photo. Tom and Michael: “Look Ma, no hands!” The group patiently awaiting
for Jim’s group photo setup. J

Divers Find Nazi WWII Enigma Machine in
Baltic Sea
Melissa Smith & Alexandra Gillespie

ivers looking for discarded fishing nets in the Baltic Sea
D
recently found much more: an Enigma machine used by
Nazis to send and receive coded messages during World War
II. The German diving team, working in Gelting Bay near
Flensburg on behalf of the World Wildlife Fund, initially
thought it was a typewriter. But underwater archaeologist Dr.
Florian Huber quickly recognized the valuable historic object.

“I’ve made many exciting and strange discoveries in the
past 20 years,” Huber, who leads underwater scientific
research missions for the German company Submaris, tells
Reuters. “But I never dreamt that we would one day find one
of the legendary Enigma machines.” During WWII, British

cryptographers intercepted and decipher Nazi messages
sent using Enigma
machines. Such inside information
gave the Allies an
edge in the Atlantic,

shortening the war and saving thousands of lives.
This specific machine likely hit the seafloor
near the end of the war. In
May 1945, shortly before
Germany surrendered, their
armed forces intentionally
scuttled 50 submarines in
Gelting Bay to prevent them
from falling into Allied
hands. Huber suspects this is when the newly discovered
Enigma machine hit the waves, but historian Jann Witt of
the German Naval Association tells DPA news agency the
specific model discovered was more commonly found on
German warships.
Restoring the machine after seven decades “will take
about a year,” Dr Ulf Ickerodt, the head of the state archaeological office in Schleswig-Holstein, tells The Guardian. His
office will oversee the process, after which it will be donated
to the Schleswig archaeology museum. J
5

Divers haul more than 40 cars out
of Nashville's waterways

u

Ronan Glon

f you're looking for a lost YJ-generation Jeep Wrangler,
Ifound
and you live in the Nashville area, city officials may have
your car in one of the region's waterways. It's one of
more than 40 vehicles that were dragged out of locations
like the Cumberland River and Percy Priest Lake by a
team of divers dedicated to exploration for a good cause.

Photos posted on Twitter show a line-up of rusty
carcasses dragged out of different bodies of water in and
around Nashville. In addition to the YJ, which looks
unmodified down to its factory-fitted 15-inch steel wheels,
we spot a ninth-generation Ford Thunderbird, a late-model
Ford Focus, and a final-generation Pontiac LeMans.
Admittedly, we don't blame the Pontiac's owner for trying
to forget about the Korean-built hatchback, but there were
better and more lucrative ways to get rid of it. It was at
least worth its weight in scrap metal.

Some of the cars look like they were submerged
decades ago, while others, like the Focus, probably spent
only a couple of years parked with marine life. Some are
complete, others are partially stripped, and several are far
too mangled to recognize without resorting to automotive
archaeology. No bodies were found in the vehicles.
Why these cars ended up submerged is a question that
investigators will need to answer. Although this is pure
speculation, we imagine that at least a handful were stolen
and sent for a swim when they were no longer needed or
wanted, while others were probably declared stolen by
someone wishing to commit insurance fraud.
John Cooper — the mayor of Metropolitan Nashville;
no relation to the Mini tuner — explained that the divers
who hauled the cars out of the city's waterways either
worked for free or were paid by donations. They're part of
a team called Adventures with Purpose that helps find
missing people, cars, and boats. Cleaning up the
underwater environment falls within the scope of its work,
too, which explains why it dragged out Nashville’s
submerged fleet. J

Tornek-Rayville TR-900

three watches – a Rolex Submariner,
an Enicar Sea Pearl 600, and a
Sometimes, it’s not just about the watch
Blancpain Fifty Fathoms – were as
n the late 1950s, the U.S. Navy’s
rigorous as those NASA conducted on
Experimental Diving Unit (NEDU)
the Moonwatch. They dropped them,
was
assessing
a
number
of
dragged them along muddy riverbeds,
“submersible wrist watches” for use by
baked them, froze them, and put them
its Underwater Demolition Team
on the wrists of working divers at
divers, a unit
depths of up to
that would later
200 feet. When
become known as
the
dust
the Navy SEALs.
settled,
the
The preference
resulting test
was to go with an
report (Project
American watch
NS
186-200
company
as
Subtask 4, Test
supplier, and the
43, 15 July,
Navy provided
1958) passed
specifications to
judgment on
Bulova for a
the
three
“standard USN
watches. Of the
watch.” But while
three, it was
Bulova
was President Kennedy inspects the first team of Navy SEALS, the Blancpain
developing that 1962. The diver in the center is wearing a Tornek-Rayville watch. alone
which
watch,
NEDU
passed
with
decided to evaluate three commercially
flying colors, meeting all criteria. Thus,
available dive watches to make a
the Blancpain was recommended for
recommendation for use.
use by divers until the Bulova was
The tests they ran on samples of
ready.

I
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The following year, the Bulova
USN watch was ready for evaluation
and again, NEDU conducted its torture
tests. This time, two of the three
Bulovas’ bezels fell off, and one stopped
running. Again, the Fifty Fathoms
passed the tests, and it was cheap too –
a mere $55 versus $95 for the Rolex
(the Enicar was $37.50 but lacked a
timing bezel). But the Navy had a
problem. A “Buy American Act” gave
preference to American military
suppliers. So an enterprising New York
watch importer, Allen V. Tornek, came
continues on page 7

DIVE & ACTIVITY CALENDAR
A BBY G OLDEN W ILSON

J NOTICE J
ith the social distance order in
W
place around the state to deal
with the COVID-19 pandemic, both
the Business and General Meetings
will be “virtual” meetings.
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 3
BUSINESS MEETING 7:30 PM
The meeting will be held virtually
via Skype. All members are invited to attend, please email Carl
Tuttle or Abby Golden Wilson if
you need the link to join. Bring
your own food, drinks, and internet connection and let’s discuss
ideas for how we can stay connected while apart!
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 6
NO SCHEDULED DIVE
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 13
SECOND SATURDAY SCUBA (S3)
BEACH DIVE: LOCATION TBD
Coordinator: Howard Timoney,
Phone:
408-439-6822,
email:
howardtimoney@comcast.net Join
Howard for our first Second

WWW .SJF LIPPER D IPPERS . COM
Saturday Scuba of the new year.
Plan is to make a 2-tank dive. 8:00
meet at the dive site. Bring a lunch
for a proper social distancing Après
Dive Lunch at the site. The dive
site will be chosen depending on
surface conditions and the comfort
and skill level of the attending
divers. Let Howard know if you are
interested in making the dive.

GENERAL MEETING
WEDNESDAY, FEB 17
7:30 PM
Celebrating 56 Years
Join us online from the comfort of
your own home (or wherever else
you may be) now via Skype!
The Club will send a meeting invitation to all members via email.
Please contact us on our website,
or email the club VP,
Abby Golden Wilson
(abbygolden15@gmail.com),
if you are a non-member who
would like to attend.

continued from page 6
up with a solution. He convinced Blancpain to
put “Tornek-Rayville U.S.” on the dial
(“Rayville” is an anagram for “Villeret,”
Blancpain’s Swiss hometown) and sell the
watches through his company. In the end, the
Navy got its watch, and the first team of Navy
SEALs, established in 1962 under President
John F. Kennedy, was issued these Fifty
Fathoms watches in their newly-conceived
Tornek disguise.
It’s speculated that only around 1,000
Tornek-Rayville TR-900s were made, and most
were subsequently destroyed. That’s because
the watch made use of Promethium-147 (a
radioactive element produced industrially from
uranium) for its luminescent markers and
hands, and the caseback gives a stern warning
of its radioactivity, and the instruction, “If
Found, Return to Nearest Military Facility.”
When these watches were decommissioned,
most were disposed of, leaving an estimated 30
or less in the hands of collectors today – with an
estimated value of around $80,000. J
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F E B R U A R Y 2021
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 20
NO SCHEDULED DIVE
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 27
FOURTH SATURDAY CYCLE
Coordinator: Jim Rezowalli, Phone
408-293-7390, email: jimandthe
beach@gmail.com. Join us for our
second monthly Fourth Saturday
Cycle led by Jim Rezowalli!
Remember to bring your bike and
helmet, some water, and a snack!
Exact location and timing TBD
depending on weather, so sign up!
UPCOMING IN MARCH
01 Pt. Lobos reservations for May 8
(www.parks.ca.gov/?page_id=28353)
01 Labor Day Weekend (Sept 1-5)
Camping Reservations Open for
Van Damme (See article)
03 Business Meeting – Virtual
13 Second Saturday SCUBA
17 General Meeting – Virtual
17 Lobster Season Closes
27 Fourth Saturday Cycle (FSC)

JJJJJ

Labor Day Weekend
Sept 1-6
ome join your fellow
C
Flipper Dippers for a funfilled weekend at Van Damme
State Park. March 1st is the
opening of camping reservations in California State Parks
(www.reservecalifornia.com) for the month of September. Some
Dippers will be online at 8AM sharp to make reservations for
Labor Day Weekend. Labor Day is on Monday, September 6.
Dippers make site-specific reservations for 4 nights starting
Wednesday, Sept. 1st through Saturday, Sept.6th.
Abalone fishing is closed but plan on bringing tanks, kayaks,
mountain bikes to do some bike riding along the coast and park
trails and maybe some hiking. The dive shop in Ft. Bragg has closed
permanently so there’s no place for air fills. It’s always a fun time to
sit around the camp fire in the evening, telling stories and sharing
great food!
So if you’re interested in joining in for the holiday weekend, get
online early as sites go fast. Contact Carl: 408-829-3660, tutcomms@sbcglobal.net for more information J

* NOTE: All certified divers are encouraged to attend San Jose Flipper Dippers’ dives.
Non-Club members will be required to show proof of certification to the dive coordinator prior to entering the water with our group.
Please sign up for dives at the General Meeting or call the coordinator. This is needed in case of cancelation or changes.
7

San Jose Flipper Dippers
c/o 1108 Sunset Landing
Rio Vista, CA 94571-5148

FIRST CLASS MAIL

Follow and Like Us
on Facebook!

2021 COMING EVENTS
Feb 3
Feb 13
Feb 17
Mar 1
Mar 1

Business Meeting
Second Saturday SCUBA
* General Meeting

* Pt. Lobos Reservations for May 8

Mar
Mar
Mar
Mar

3
13
17
27

Labor Day Weekend Reservations
(Sept 1-5, 2021) Van Damme
Business Meeting
Second Saturday SCUBA
* General Meeting
Fourth Saturday Cycle (FSC)

Apr
Apr
Apr
Apr

7
10
21
24

Business Meeting
Second Saturday SCUBA - Easter Egg Hunt
* General Meeting - SJFD 57 Years Old!
Fourth Saturday Cycle (FSC)

Are you looking for
someone to dive with?
he Flipper
Dippers
T
are an active
group of
SCUBA divers
with our S3
(Second
Saturday
Scuba) dives
every month.
If you need
someone to
dive with, join
us! J

Watch This Space – Much More To Come!
See the Club’s Website for the full Calendar
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